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Preface

As has aptly been said—life is a continuous
struggle—to be successful, we have to struggle at every
step, and to be victorious in the struggle, we are
expected to possess firm will-power and qualities of
human character.

In order to create in our young readers an urge to
grapple with various issues and problems, I have been
writing such articles as may inspire our young men and
women to put up a brave fight against all odds of life,
and be victorious.

I have been more than delighted to see the readers
responding excellently to these articles. We have been
receiving encouraging letters, which inspired us to bring
out this book—How to Add New Dimensions to your
Personality, a collection of inspirational articles meant to
motivate the readers to win greater and greater laurels in
life.

The young readers will do well to go through the
pages of this book regularly. They will be surprised to
find their life becoming more positive day after day.

I am sure the book would nurture the sapling of self-
confidence in the readers and would goad them to strive
for glorious success in life. Meanwhile, ‘Good Luck’.

—R. P. Chaturvedi
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TO OUR READERS

We often receive letters from our ‘eager to learn’
readers expressing favourable reactions to the inter-
views of successful competitors.

All the successful candidates are unanimous that
sincere efforts must bear fruits.

You must start well-planned and serious studies from
the moment you decide to take an examination.

Reading has to be intensive, so that you are able to
have full grip of the subject. You have to select standard
books, specially those, which have helped the successful
examinees. The study-programme ought to be
monthwise; at least two months’ time shall be allowed to
each subject, so that full course may be covered
conveniently, of course, keeping in view the course and
relative respectability of different subjects. The paper of
general knowledge deserves your special attention. It is a
compulsory paper and a scoring one as well. Many
candidates, who do marvellously in other papers, fail to
get a place, because of this paper. The reason is obvious.
No course or text book can be prescribed for general
knowledge for this paper. You are expected to do regular
homework. General Knowledge is very helpful at the time
of personal interview. In short, general knowledge is a
good pay master, but at the same time, a hard task
master too.

Taking tuition or going to coaching classes, is a very
delicate matter. Most of the successful candidates are of
the opinion that tuitions are of limited use. They may be
used as a thing of help and a resort for overbrushing.
Serious candidates should not depend on them.

Interview decides the fate of most of the candidates.
This aspect is mostly subjective. But one thing has to be
pointed out. Views of successful candidates must be read
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and audio-visual aids are of great help to prepare
candidates for a viva-voce test.

To give the final touch to the blueprint of your
preparations, I give below some suggestions of general
interest and preparation. You are bound to do what
many others like you have done.

Learn to face problems
As all of you know that life is full of problems, we

have to face problems at every step in every walk of life.
We are expected to solve problems and go ahead.

As a matter of fact, problems put us in new situations
and force us to find ways and means to overcome them.
They provide us opportunities to bring out our hidden
powers, and thus they take us on the path of evolution.
Suppose there were no problems in our lives, then would
we be able to know about new situations and enrich our
knowledge ? When one overcomes a difficulty or solves a
problem, he or she feels the bliss of triumph and
develops self-confidence. For this, you may go to a
student of mathematics, who has solved a question after
trying for more than two hours.

Every wrong has a remedy and every problem must
have a solution. The real man believes that the problem
before me must have a solution and it is for me to find it.
All the researches and inventions of life are but the
solutions of problems that faced life.

The greater the job and its responsibilities, the bigger
are the problems associated with it. In case you aspire to
be an administrative officer, please get it into your mind
that you are choosing a world of problems, by solving
which you will prove the mettle you are made of.

Not helps, but obstacles, not facilities, but difficulties
that make great personalities. Difficulties, obstacles and
hardships knit the muscles more firmly and teach self-
reliance, besides the element in which power is
developed.

Importance of thought
History is replete with examples that great

personalities were the creators of great thoughts. A
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thought gives shape to desire and impels the body to act
likewise. William Shakespeare realised the importance of
thought power. He said, “There is nothing good or bad,
but thinking makes it so.”

Thoughts can be divided into two groups—selfish
thoughts and unselfish thoughts. This adage has been
popular through the ages, that “A man is what he
thinks.” The great rishi Maitreya said—“Your world is the
creation of your thoughts.” English poet Robert Browning
too said—“Thought is the soul of act.”

By implication, it is meant that the thought power of
man is capable of accomplishing even what looks
impossible at a time. Once Napolean’s army was diffident
to proceed when the Alps came in the way. Napolean
cried suppose there are no Alps and lo, the army was on
the other side of the Alps. Mohan Das Karam Chand
Gandhi when he made up his mind to lead a life of truth,
was on the road to become Mahatma Gandhi, Father of
the Indian nation, man of the age and what not ?

If a person thinks to succed, his action would work in
the direction of his aim, and would put his heart and
soul in it. This is bound to bring him success, when the
person devotes himself to the efforts with perseverance
and hope. The person, who does not think of success,
must remain where he is.

Success is no lollipop. It is a hard nut to crack. It
comes to those who love it and work for it with industry
and sweatening efforts.

In the words of an English poet—“But soon or late the
man who wins is the one, who thinks he can.”

Let us remember this immutable rule of life—The
man, who goes for what he wants, will get it all the
quicker.

Go in the right direction
Life is a long and purposeful journey. To go on it, we

must equip ourselves with requisite materials and make
sure that we do not take the wrong road.

Most of our young men and women do not seem to be
having any aim of life. They are in the college/ university
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because they have to be there for reasons more than one.
After getting their degrees/or diplomas, they go out in
search of employment. Here they have to face hard and
cruel realities of life. They would accept any job which
they are able to get because they never thought of any
special job, and did not specialise in any field of
knowledge. Question of getting a job of their liking does
not arise. The result is they are unable to have what we
call job satisfaction. They never cared to go on the
journey with a destination. Any road and any direction
was good enough for them. They are like that opium
addict who sat on the back of a donkey with his back to
his mouth, and when pointed out that he was going in
the opposite direction, he said–never mind, I have some
work in this direction as well. The earlier you make up
your mind for the kind of job you would like, the better it
is, because in that case, you will take the right road and
go in the right direction. Wrong road would never take
any one to the right destination.

Control of mind
Good conduct is an important part of the teachings of

all religions and saints. Swami Vivekanand often
emphasised that good conduct is the best property which
one could leave behind for the coming generations. Lord
Chesterfield used to say that it is only the person with
good conduct who could make real progress in life.
Without qualities of good conduct, such as courtesy,
gentleness and the like, no one is liked and respected by
any one. Howsoever beautiful the casket may be it is
useless if it does not contain material of silver and gold.
Remember good conduct is the silver and gold of life. The
boatman of Rabindra Nath Tagore refuses to take the
man along who does not have the strains of gold.

For good conduct, our mind must be under our
control, because all our links and organs work according
to the dictates of the mind. As Shakespeare has written
“A mind in its own place can make a heaven of hell and
hell of heaven. Controlled mind means a calm mind and
a calm mind gives us courage to face without fear the
trials and difficulties of life.” As wise men say—never
allow your mind to be idle and never allow bad and
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